Mail Log (Plesk Extension) user manual
By

01 – Admin options
First of all we are going to review the administration options of the Mail Log extension.
To do this, we will go to the Extensions section of Plesk> My extensions> Mail-log> Open

Once we click on "Open" of Mail log we will find several options:

A. The first field "Number of days to store logs in DB (Recommended 7 days)" defines the number of
days that logs remain in the database, we recommend not extending this time too much since the
database can grow significantly and make response times longer when listing the records (note that
the number of records per days, depending on the server, can be very high).

B. The second option "Activate mail log analysis cron", allows enable or disable the analysis of logs. It
is not recommended to deactivate it since it would leave the plugin without results but it may be
necessary at some point if you have to do any maintenance on the server.

C. The “Ignore records pop/imap with that term in the status” “Ignore records smtp with that term
in the status” allows you to hidden line of mail-out/mail-in that have the specific tem in status line.
It can be useful if you use postfix filter (in this case, some line can be duplicate in logs)

D. The "Hide plugin to clients” “Hide plugin to resellers” options allows the administrator to define if
the plugin should be visible or not for them.

E. The select field "Visibility of configuration tab for clients" defines if the client will see the
notifications section, and if so, they will only see that section or will have the possibility to configure
it.

F. The last option "Exclude those ips from the check (separated by commas)" allows to exclude at the
server level (that is, any domain will be affected), the checks on the defined ips, whether they are
from a country selected as “valid / usual "or not one.

At the bottom, we will see the last lines of logs:

By default, they are limited to 10,000 lines, but it is something that can be increased or even disabled
from the panel.ini file (usually in /usr/local/psa/admin/conf/panel.ini):

[ext-mail-log]
MaxLines=20000

In this example, we expand from the default 10,000 lines to 20000

[ext-mail-log]
MaxLines=0
In this example, we set up that we don’t want any log lines to be seen in that section.

02 USER/SUBSCRIPTIONS OPTIONS
If the administrator has allowed it (Hide plugin to clients (only show for Admin): deactivated),
the client will see the plugin in their subscription:

By clicking on the "Mail log" icon, the user will access a screen with 6 tabs (if the option "Visibility of
configuration tab for clients" is not defined with "Hide config tab for client, show only for admin"):

If we have applied the option "Hide config tab for client, (show only for admin" activated) only 5 tabs
will be shown:

"Mailbox Access logs” Tab
By clicking on this tab we see the accesses to the different mailboxes of the client. There are several
columns: "Mailbox", from which “ IP / Country” of has accessed the mailbox, through which “Protocol”,
and on what “date”.
You can search for any information with the search engine or order the fields you want:

"Emails received" Tab
By clicking on this option you will access information about emails received, from which sender and to
which mailbox of your domain, at what date / time, weight, status and the email identifier:

"Emails sent" Tab
Here you can Access information about the emails sent and from which mailbox, to which recipient, at
what date / time, email weight, status and the email identifier:

"Emails not received" Tab
By clicking on this option you will access information about emails not received, from which sender and
to which mailbox of your domain, at what date / time, status error and the email identifier:

"Emails not sent" Tab
Here you can Access information about the emails not sent and from which mailbox, to which
recipient, at what date / time, email weight, status error and the email identifier:

"Configuration" Tab
If it is in read-only mode, the subscription user will see the settings assigned by the administrator:

Otherwise, the user can configure the notifications:

A. From "Usual countries of pop / smtp access for this domain", you can select the "regular /
usual" countries from which users connect to their mailboxes. If the ips that connect to your
mailboxes by pop / imap or smtp do not match those countries, they will be detected by the
notification system.

B. The second option allows you to activate / deactivate email notification. When it is activated,
suspicious accesses are notified the next hour (for example, warnings at 10:09 that have
occurred between 9 and 10 o'clock are notified).

C.

The third option, forces a password change in case of a suspicious access, also occurs at the
same time as the notification and the new password that is sent already defined in that
notification email. This option CANNOT be activated if the notification system is not activated
(second option).

D. Here you can allow ip exceptions on a specific domain in addition to those defined at the server
level. For those ips, the connection country will not be checked and they will not be considered
suspicious.

